EEEI is looking for members to participate
in coming projects in the joint Deloitte tender
Deloitte asked EEEI to be a partner in a tender for the European Commission, Directorate
General for Justice and Consumers. Deloitte submitted an offer with several subcontractors,
including EEEI, and won the tender for:
•

Lot 1 - Evaluation, impact assessment and related policy support services in
the Justice and Consumers policy areas. Services under this lot consist in supporting
the preparation and implementation of impact assessments, evaluations and policy
support services of existing legislative acts and policy initiatives in the field of justice
policy.

The contract is running for at least 24 months from September 2020.
The term ‘justice’ covers a variety of policies, for example: civil justice, criminal justice,
horizontal justice files (judicial training, e-Justice, judicial systems); EU citizenship (free
movement of persons, consular protection, electoral rights, ID cards and travel documents,
other rights deriving from Union citizenship); personal data protection; fundamental rights;
anti-discrimination and gender equality; racisms, xenophobia and other forms of intolerance;
rights of the child; consumer policy; international dimension of EU justice and consumer
policies; and development and new challenges brought by new technologies and innovations in
EU justice and consumer policies. This is a non-exhaustive list.
EEEI may be called upon to support the delivery of specific contracts under Lot 1. We identified
specific aspects where EEEI members could give support, like civil justice, criminal justice,
horizontal justice files (judicial training, e-Justice, judicial systems), personal data protection
as well as the international dimension of EU justice policies and new challenges brought by new
technologies and innovations in EU justice policies; but there may be additional aspects on
which we could propose support.
The concrete studies, who generally run for 6 to 9 months, are mostly about legal mapping of
the implementation of EU legislation into national law, case law and developments in policy
making on any of the abovementioned topics. Therefore, the most eligible members of EEEI
would be judges, lawyers and academics, but on some subjects, like GDPR or other rather
technical aspects of legislation, we could also call upon (technical) experts.
The nature of the work is mostly individual desk study; depending on the subject and the team,
it will be a large or a smaller task. A format to fill in your findings will be provided in most cases.
When a concrete project comes in, there is little time (about two weeks) between the call and
the deadline to submit proposals of candidates with CV’s. Therefore, EEEI, as a practical
approach, would like to have a shortlist of interested and fitting candidates ready, who we may
contact in a very short period of time when a call for a project reaches us.
With this article, EEEI would like to inventory the members who would be interested to be
contacted when a call for proposals is received from Deloitte.
Please write an email with your application accompanied by your CV and area of preference to
n.sillon@experts-institute.eu. EEEI will make a selection of adequate candidates. If you are
selected, you will be informed about specifics like the proposed remuneration.
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